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This paper gives improvements and new results along the lines of the work of 
Rockafellar, Olech, and Sainte-Beuve. It is concerned with closure of sets and 
lower semicontinuity of functionals relative to the weak topologies on L’ or on 
the space J of measures. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is in the line of Rockafellar [l I], Olech [6, 71, and Sainte-Beuve 
[13, 171. 
Let T be a topological space, p a positive measure on T, and E a separable 
FrCchet space. Let r be a measurable multifunction from T to E’, the dual space 
of E. We denote by ZP1 the set of p-integrable selections of r, by Lrl its quotient. 
Let gEb be a vector space of E-valued continuous bounded functions on T. 
Consider the geometric problems: What is the closure of Lrl for the weak 
topology a(L& , VEb), what is the weak closure of Lrl in the space J&p of 
El-valued measure ? Now let f: T x E ’ - fi be a measurable function and 
define I,(U) for u E LE1, by I;(u) = Jf (t, u(t)) I. Consider the functional 
problems: What is the weak 1.s.c. hull of 1,) what is the polar (calculated on 
.,J&,) of its polar ? 
First Rockafellar in [11] studied the functional problem and gave corollaries 
about the geometric problem. His work is an application of his results on the 
duality between Lm and Lm’. Then Olech [6] treated the geometric problem by a 
completely different approach. In [7] h e used [6] to prove that 1, is 1.s.c. iff 
Lrl is closed (where r(t) is the epigraph off (t, .)). Sainte-Beuve in [13] weakens 
the hypotheses of [6]: T becomes a completely regular Suslin space instead of 
compact metric, and E becomes a separable Frechet space instead of R”. In 
[17] Sainte-Beuve extends [7]. 
Applications of those kinds of results are given in Olech [8, 91. Some other 
similar problems have been recently studied in B&is [l], Ioffe [3, 41, and Tran 
cao Nguyen [20]. 
In Section 2 we set notation and hypotheses. In Section 3 we state briefly the 
foregoing results we need. In Section 4 we give some useful examples. In 
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Section 5 we give our results about the geometric problem. We extend a necessary 
and sufficient condition for L,’ to be closed (Olech [6, Corollary 2, p. 3171) 
within the framework of Sainte-Beuve. Then we give a new formula for the 
closure of Lrl. In Section 6 we apply our geometric results to characterize the 
bipolar of 1, . The formula is similar to [1 1, p. 4581. The main improvements 
are: (1) Rockafellar needs hypotheses which ensure that If is I.s.c., (2) he assumes 
E = R”, and (3) he deduces the formula from a rather technical preliminary 
result [ 11, Theorem 4, p. 4521. 
Nevertheless in [ 1 l] T is not assumed to be separable. Then we give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for 1, to be 1.s.c. and a description of its 1.s.c. hull. 
All the results of Section 5 (except 3 of Corollary 4) are valid when T is a 
completely regular Suslin space and p is c-finite. But, in Section 6 we suppose 
that T is compact. To avoid changing the hypotheses and notation in the middle 
of the text, we assume throughout the paper that T is compact. One can find in 
[22] the general version; the proofs are identical. Finally we wish to thank 
M. F. Nougues-Sainte-Beuve for a very helpful conversation. 
2. NOTATIONS AND HYPOTHESES 
r Let T be a compact metric space, p a positive bounded measure on T, and E 
a separable FrCchet space. We denote by qE( T) (or shortly %,s , even V when 
E = R) the space of continuous E-valued functions on T. When it is endowed 
with the uniform topology its dual identifies with a subset of the set of E’-valued 
measures. 
We denote by 9(Ei) the Bore1 tribe of the a(E’, E) topology, by g(T) the 
Bore1 tribe of T, and by g(T), its p-completion. It is well known that Ei is a 
Lusin (or standard) space, hence, a Suslin space, so that one can define p-measur- 
ability of a function u: T-t E: in any of the classical ways (see [2, Theo- 
rem 111.36, p. 831). 
For any positive measure 0 on T we denote by Zi,([E], 0) the space of all 
e-measurable functions u: T + E: such that there exist 01 E &l(e) and an 
equicontinuous set Q C E’ such that u(t) E a(t) Q 8-a.e. And L& ([El, 0) denotes 
the quotient space. We shall write 9’;’ and Li, for Y&([E], FL) and L&([E], p). 
For every 8, and every u E 9:,( [El, 0) th e f unction u is &Pettis integrable, so 
that the formula 
+4) = J, u de 
defines an E/-valued measure. It is denoted by u . 0. The set of all measures u 0 
for u E Zi, ([El, 0) is by definition [13] the set of E’-valued measures with 
bounded variation and absolutely continuous with respect to 8. The space of all 
vector-valued measures with bounded variation (for all 0) is denoted by d&(T) 
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or shortly J&S . It is the dual space of V, . So we have at least three pairs of 
spaces in separated duality: E and E’, %‘,s and Li, , %‘s and J&J . Let C be a 
subset of one of these spaces, then S*(. / C) denotes its support function and Co 
its polar: for example, if C C E’ 
6*(x 1 C) = sup((x’, xj 1 x’ E C> for x E E, 
Co = {x E E j Vx’ E C(x, x’> < l}. And co C denotes the convex hull of C. 
If C is closed and convex, then As C denotes the asymptotic cone of C [2, 1.7, 
p. 81, and C is said to be LCNL is it is weakly locally compact and contains no 
line [2, 1.15, p. 16-17). 
Let r be a multifunction from T to E’. We say that it is p-measurable if its 
graph belongs to B(T), @ g(E:). 
We denote by PP1 the set {U E &?iplE, 1 u(t) c r(t) p a.e.} and by Lrl its quotient. 
We denote by p the a(LE. , Vs) closure ofLrl and byzl its u(J&, , VE) closure. 
We shall denote by J? the conic convex set dom S*(. / L,l) = (9’ E gE j6*(9 1 L,r) 
< a}. 
Hypotheses 
(Hl) p is nonatomic or r(t) is p a.e. convex. (This hypothesis could be 
weakened as in [12]: I’ is supposed convex valued on every atom of CL.) 
VW Li-l is nonempty. 
3. FOREGOING RESULTS 
The set Lrl has two important properties: (1) It is convex, thanks to the 
Liapunov theorem, (2) it is the intersection of a countable family of closed half 
spaces. This follows from the fact that .4&j has the Lindelof property. (When E 
is FrCchet and T completely regular Suslin that result has been proved by 
Sainte-Beuve.) So there exists a sequence (v,J in VE such that Vn, S*(v, 1 LPI-) 
< co and 
We can now state the Olech theorem extended by Sainte-Beuve: 
THEOREM 0. Putting 
one has 
W) = {x’ I V% (x’, %W G s*bnw I W>)> 
C(t) = ix’ I ‘dn, w, q%(t)> < 01, 
LT = L,l 
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and 
L> zJy+ {m / 30, 3u E L&l) such that m = u . 0). 
In the last formula one can consider only measures 0 which are p-singular. Moreover 
Vt, C(t) = [S(t)]” (where Z’(t) = (g)(t) ( F E 21). 
Remark I. It is easy to see that X(t) and C(t) depend only on the values of r 
on a neighborhood of t. Indeed: S(t) = {p(t) i F E V, ,3V open such that 
t E v and Jv ~*(F(s) I r(s)) p(ds) < ~1, b ecause if v belongs to the right-hand 
side, then there exists a continuous function in: T---f [0, I] such that a(t) = 1 
and 01(s) = 0 ifs $ V. Then ay E 9 and y(t) = (a~) (t) belongs to X(t). 
Remark 2. It is obvious from the definition of 2 and C that Z(t) # 4 and 
8*(,,(t) j r(t)) < cx) implies C(t) = As Z(t). As Lrl is nonempty, Lzl is also 
nonempty and so Z(t) f 6, a.e. Hence one has C(t) := As Z(t) a.e. 
THEOREM 1. The set Lrl is cr(L& , 5fE) closed $f there exist two sequences (vn) 
in VE and (#J in 2&l such that 
r(t) = Ix’ I h (x’, h(t)> < C,(t)) P a.e. (1) 
Remark 3. The above necessary and sufficient condition is not very practical, 
Olech gave also another one, which we extend in Theorem 3. 
Remark 4. The relation Q& E 9.’ is essential in the proof of sufficiency: 
see Example 1 below. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let T = [0, 11, p = dt + 6, where dt is the Lebesgue measure 
and 6, the Dirac measure, E = R and 
w = @I if t=O 
=[O,I/t] if t>O. 
Then for n > 1 the function u, = nXlo,lirl belongs to dprr, but it converges 
weakly to xto) which does not belong to dp, l. It will be seen after Theorem 3 
that F = Lzl with 
Z(t) = [O, co[ if t=O 
= [0, I/t] if t >o. 
Finally we notice that (1) is satisfied with a nonintegrable I&: 
r(t) = ix’ ~ (.x’, p)dt)> < &(t) and <.r’, v)2(t)) < y&(t)) 
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with 
Tl = -1, $4 = 0, vz= 1, 
h(t) = 0 if t=O 
= l/t if t > 0. 
EXAMPLE 1’. In Example 1 p has an atom. We can introduce an auxiliary 
variable: Let T = [0, 112, p = (dt + 6,) @ ds, 
w, 4 = PI if t=O 
= [0, l/t] if t > 0. 
Thus TV is nonatomic but the same phenomena happens. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let T = [0, I], ~1 = dt, E = R, and let K be an analogous of 
the Cantor set but with positive measure. Let 
W) = {O$ if t E K 
= [0, co[ if tET-K. 
It will be proved after Theorem 3 that L,1 = Lio,m[ . (A similar example is given 
in [8, p. 6221.) 
Remark 5. One could think that a necessary condition (which would fail 
in the examples) for Lrl to be closed is a kind of semicontinuity of I’. This is 
not true in an elementary way: Indeed if a, b belong to 9n1 with Q < b, and 
r(t) = [u(t), b(t)], it follows from Theorem 1 thatlrl is closed (it is even o(Ll,L”) 
compact!) whatever a and b are. The best idea is to consider the multifunction 
t M dom S*(. / I’(t)). That will be stated precisely in Corollary 4. 
5. GEOMETRIC RESULTS 
The following result is an easy consequence of von Neumann-Aumann- 
Sainte-Beuve theorems [2, 111.22, p. 74, 111.23, p. 751. 
LEMMA 2. If r and r’ are p-measurable m&junctions such that LP1 = 
L’,,[# 4 then r(t) = r’(t) CL-a.e. 
THEOREM 3. (1) A necessary condition for L,l to be closed in L’,, , is: r(t) 
is a.e. closed and convex, and As r(t) = [S(t)]O a.e. 
(2) Suppose that dim E < CO or r is LCNL valued. Then a sujicient condi- 
tion for Lrl to be closed is: 
w is a.e. closed and convex, and As r(t) 3 [Z(t)]” a.e. 
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(3) Suppose that dim E < co OY r(t) is contained in a Jixed LCNL subset 
of E’. Then &? = LX1 with 
Z(t) = co T(t) + pqqo. 
Proof. (1) By Theorem 0 Lrl = Lzl, and by Lemma 2 r(t) = Z(t) a.e. We 
noticed in Remark 2 that C(t) = As Z(t) a.e. Then C(t) = As T(t) a.e. 
(2) Let (& be the sequence of Theorem 0. Let (&) be the countably 
family of all xi”=, cyipi for p E N, oli E Q, . As # is conic, one has & E X. Then 
one has 
C(t) = {x’ I Vn, (x’, P&)> < 01 
= {x’ I % w, AC(t)) < 01. 
As {+Jt) 1 k E N} is conic we have 
Moreover a.e. 
C(t) = [{&(t) 1 k E N}]O a.e. 
hence 
As r(t) 1 [.@@)I0 
= C(t) 
3 As r(t) 
(by hypothesis) 
(because Z 1 r) 
From [2, 1.7, p. 81 
C(t) = As T(t) a.e. 
As r(t) = [dom a*(* 1 r(t))]“. 
Combining (2), (3), (4) we obtain 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 
hence 
[dom a*(* 1 r(t))]” = [{&(t) / K E N)]O a.e. 
dom a*(* ] r(t)) = {&(t) ] k E N} a.e. (5) 
We set o(t) = {x’ / Vk, (x’, #k(t)) < 8*($,(t) 1 r(t))>. By Theorem 1 L,l is 
closed. Moreover it is obvious that P(t) C s(t) C.Z(t) a.e. hence v = LB1. 
It remains to show that r(t) = B(t) a.e. 
(a) First suppose that r(t) is LCNL. By [2, I.151 dom a*(* ] r(t)) has 
a nonempty interior. So by (5) the &(t) which belong to dom a*(* 1 r(t)) are 
dense in it. And by [2, 111.34, p. 821, T(t) = o(t). 
(b) Suppose now dim E < co. The two cones in (5) are contained in 
the subspace generated by dom 6*(. j r(t)). D enote by A(t) the relative interior 
of dom 6*(. 1 I’(t)). By (5) the p&(t) which belong to A(t) are dense in it. By 
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Rockafellar [lo, Theorem 10.1, p. 821 S*(. ) I’(t)) is continuous on A(t). So the 
arguments of [2, III.33 and III.341 remain valid and r(t) = o(t) a.e. 
(3) First we have to prove that 
Z:(t) = co I-(t) + pqt)]” 
is measurable. It follows from Theorem 0 that t ti [X(t)]” = C(t) has a closed 
graph in T x EL , where EL denotes E’ endowed with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets of E. It is well known that El is a Lusin space, 
so 9(E;) = @(EL). H ence C is measurable. From dense sequences of measurable 
selections of r and C it is easy (as in [2,111.40]) to deduce a dense sequence of 
measurable selections of Z. So if dim E < co, 2 is measurable by [2, 111.301. 
If K is a closed convex LCNL subset of E’ such that r(t) C K a.e. then &Y 
contains the constant functions with values in dom S*(* ] K) and so [.X(t)]” C 
[dom S*(. 1 K)]a = As K. Therefore Z(t) C K. Then the measurability of Z 
follows from [2,111.37, p. 841. Denote XX = dom S*(. 1 L,$). From Z(t) 3 r(t) 
follows ~9’~ C 8. Moreover 
So p E % =z- ‘p E &$. Finally Z = XX . Hence Z(t) 1 [&‘(t)]O = [Xz(t)l”. The 
second part of the present theorem ensures that Lzl is closed. Let us denote by 
Z. the multifunction such that p = L$ . It is clear that Zoo(t) 1 co I’(t) a.e., 
and by Theorem 0 and Remark 2, As Zo(t) = [Z(t)]0 a.e. hence Zo(t) 3 Z(‘(t) a.e. 
From Lrl CL,I CL& = L,l and the closedness of Lzl it follows c = Lzl. 
Application of Theorem 3 to the Examples 
EXAMPLE 1. One has for 9, E V 
s*b?J I w = Lo 11 a* (dt) 1 [O’ f]) a. 
It is clear that ~(0) > 0 * S*(p) 1 Lrl) = +cc and that ~(0) < 0 3 S*(p, 1 L,l) 
<co.Then{p,~~(O)<O}C~C{p,~~(0)~O}.So]-~,O[C~(O)C]--co,O] 
and Vt > 0, S(t) = R, hence [X(0)l” = [0, co[ and Vt > O[S(t)]O = (0). 
It follows from part (3) of Theorem 3 that 
qt> = P, N if t=o 
= [0, l/t] if t > 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Here if v < 0, S*(g, 1 Lrl) < co. Otherwise there exists t 
such that p)(t) > 0 but as T - K is open and dense in T one has 
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j-8*(,(t) 1 r(t)) dt = +CO. SO 2 = -@+ , hence Vt, X(t) = ]-co, 0] and 
Z(t) = [O, co[. 
Now we can develop the idea of Remark 5. Consider the two conditions 
(C) There exists a closed convex-valued multifunction F’ such that 
T’(t) = r(t) a.e. and Vt, X(t) 1 dom S*(. / r’(t)). 
(C’) There exists a closed convex-conical-valued multifunction r’ such 
that I”(t) = r(t) a.e. and the multifunction t -+ [r’(t)]0 is I.s.c. 
COROLLARY 4. (1) (C) is a necessary condition for L,l to be closed. Moreover 
if Lrl is cZosed one can choose r’ in (C) such that Vt, S(t) = dom a*(. j r’(t)). 
(2) Suppose dim E < c/3 or r(t) is a.e. LCNL. Then (C) is a sz@cient 
condition for Lrl to be closed. 
(3) (C’) is a su@x’ent condition for Lrl to be closed. 
Remark 6. The relation Z(t) = dom S*(. j T’(t)) implies that t H 
dom a*(. j I”(t)) is 1.s.c. Indeed if U is an open set then 
-- 
{t 1 S(t) n U f 0} = {t I X(t) n U f 0} 
= uW’(~) I v E 21 
is open. But if r is not conical valued, the I.s. continuity of t F+ dom a*(. 1 I”(t)) 
is not sufficient to ensure Lrl to be closed. Indeed in Example 1, Vt, 
dom S*(. / I’(t)) = R. 
Remark 7. Rockafellar ([l 1, Corollary 5B, p. 4661 proves that Lrl is closed 
(and also that Vt, As r(t) = C(t)) under the following hypotheses: 
(a) Vt, r(t) is LCNL. 
(b) t + dom a*(. / r(t)) is fully 1. S.C. (that is a stronger assumption than 
l.s.c.-ness). 
(c) VV open subset of T, Vx E E = R” such that 3 a neighborhood U of x 
such that Vt E V, dom 6*(. 1 I’(t)) 3 U, then 
s I 6*(x I r(t)) I tL(4 < ~0. V 
(d) the support of p is T. 
Proof. (1) By Theorem 3(l), As I’(t) = [3?(t)]0 a.e. By [2, 1.7, p. 81 
As r(t) = [dom 6*(. / r(t))]” hence dom 6*(* / r(t)) = H(t) a.e. We choose 
r’(t) = r(t) if As r(t) = [.X’(t)]” 
= [~W1° otherwise. 
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So we have Vt, dom S*(. / r’(t)) = .8(t). That is clear in the first eventuality, 
and in the second it follows from the fact that s(t) is conic. 
(2) One has 
As r(t) = [dom A*(. 1 I”(t))]” 3 [X(t)]O. 
So by Theorem 3(2), Lrl is closed. 
(3) Let Y denote the set of continuous selections of t ++ [r’(t)]“. As T is 
compact and E FrCchet, the Michael theorem [5] ensures X(t) = [r’(t)]“. Let 
(v,J be a dense sequence in % (for the uniform convergence topology). Then 
So one has 
Vt, h(t) I 71 EN) = [JYt)l”- 
and by Theorem 1, L:. is closed. 
6. FUNCTIONAL RESULTS 
We set again some notation and hypotheses. 
Let f : T x E' --f w be an integrand, that is a measurable function. We shall 
write ft for f (t, .). We define I,(U) for u E P$, by 
with the convention that if both the negative and positive parts off (t, u(t)) are 
nonintegrable, then I;(u) = + co. 
To f corresponds the multifunction r(t) = epi ft with values in E' x R. By 
[2, VII.], p. 1961 r is measurable. The hypotheses (HI) and (H2) relative to r 
become 
(H’l) p is nonatomic or ft is a.e. convex. 
(H’2) 3u EL',, such that I,(u) < CO (I,(u) = -co is allowed). 
Indeed 
(H2) o 3(u, v) E Lrl 
-=3UELk,, bELOB such that f (t, u(t)) < a(t) a.e. 
0 (H’2). 
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Under these hypotheses we associate to I’ the set 
X = dom S*(. / L,l) = {(v, a) E vExa I a*(~, a) / Lr) < co}, 
and the multifunctions Z and C defined in Theorem 0. 
It follows from Z(t) r) r(t) a.e. that Z(t) is a.e. the epigraph of a convex 1.~. 
function g, . By [2, VII.l, p. 1961 the function g: T x E’ + R defined by 
g(t, x’) = g,(x’) is an integrand. It will be proved in Lemma 8 that C(t) is also 
an epigraph. Consider f *: T x E--f R defined by f*(t, *) = [f(t, .)I*. We 
define Ire(v) for v E qE by 
Thanks to a famous theorem of Rockafellar [2, VII.7, p. 2001, under (H’2) 
We assume the following hypothesis 
(H3) 9 #d. 
That means 3~s E WE such that jf*(t, vs(t)) I < co o 3~s E vE 
34 E gnl such that f*(t, &t)) < #(t) a.e. o 3~s E gE , 34 E Znl such that for 
almost every t, 
Vx’, (x’, %(4> - f(4 4 < 4(t). 
So (H3) is equivalent to 
(H’3) 3~s E gE , 3$ E gnl such that for almost every t, 
Vx’,f(t, x’) > (XI, %W - We 
Remark 8. If If is a convex proper a&. , eE) 1.s.c. functional, then its 
polar If* is also proper, so (H3) is satisfied. Moreover under (H’l) it will be 
proved in Lemma 6 that if If is 1.s.c. it is necessarily convex. 
The following hypothesis is assumed on and after Lemma 8: 
(H4) The support of p is T. 
LEMMA 5. Let f be an integrand. Let A: Lisxlw +L& x R be defined by 
A(u, v) = (u, s v dp). Then epi 1, = A(L,l). 
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Proof. Let u E 9:, , r E R. Then 
(24, r) E epi 1, 0 T 3 If(u) 
a3VE9~1 
such that 
v(t) >,f(t, u(t)) a-e- and s 
vdp=r 
(we prove * below) 
0 3v E T&l such that (UP 4 E -z-l and A@, v) = (u, r). 
We prove now the second j. Thanks to the convention in the definition of If , 
I > If(u) * f(t, u(t))+ is integrable. 
Iff(t, u(t))- is also integrable we put 
v(t) =f(t, u(t)) + r ,y * 
Iff(t, u(t))- !s not integrable, then for every rz 3 0 h,(t) = sup(-n,f(t, u(t)) is 
integrable. By the Fatou lemma, for 11 large enough, one has J’hn < r. So we 
Put 
v=h,+ 
r- J-hd~ 
P(T) 
* I 
From now on we assume (H’l), (H’2), and (H3). 
LEMMA 6. The I.s.c. hull of 1, is convex and its epigraph is epi If . The polar of 
I,, within the duality gE , JktE r is convex and its epigraph is epi If . 
Proof. As A is continuous, the formula 
-- 
epi If = A(Lrl) implies epi If = As). 
The Liapunov theorem implies that LT is convex. So the first assertion is proved. 
(2) Let If: J& -+ R be defined by 
f,(m) = If(u) if m=u*p 
=+co if m is not absolutely continuous with respect to CL. 
We said above that I,* = (I,)*. One has also 
I,* = (If)* within the duality ME, , gE . 
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Moreover ff is greater than the following continuous affine function 
m + +, Pi) - j 4 dp (thanks to (H’3)). 
So by a well known result [2,1.5, p. 61 the greatest convex 1.s.c. function less than 
If is its bipolar (If)** = (If*)*. Hence 
epi(lr.)* = co epi ff = co epi If 
= epi I, since epi I, is convex. m 
We need now the adjoints A* and i2**. They are easy to calculate: 
satisfies 
and 
A*(R 4 = (P, YXT), 
satisfies 
.4**:A$, x &&--+JH~, x R 
A**(& o) = (h, u( 7’)). 
LEMMA 7. One has epi If = A **(Lrl). 
- - 
Proof. From Lemma 5 and the continuity of A** follows epi II r) 9 **(Lrl). 
Conversely let (A, r) E epi If . 
There exists a generalized sequence (ZQ , rJicl in epi 1, which converges to 
(A, Y). There exists ni ELLS such that (ui , ni) cLrl and jvi dp = yi . 
BY W’3) f (t, ~‘1 > lx’, vo,,(t)> - W. So 
-i(t) + (u+(t), %(9> < -f (t, %(t)) + <%(a %M> G #(t). 
One has 
j (-vi + <ui , r&)- dp = j (-vi + <ui , TO))+ dp - j (-ni -I <ui 9 a>) dcl 
< j #+ dp - j (-vi + (ui > vo>) 4 
and 
Hence for i large enough, say i > is j (-vi + (ui , I&))- dp is bounded and so 
s 1 -zi + (ui , & dp is also bounded. 
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The real measures (-vi + (ui , v,,)) p f or i 3 & belongs to a weakly compact 
subset of An . Let % be an ultrafilter on I finer than the filter of sections, the 
limit lime(--vi + (ui , vO)) p exists. It is easy to see that (ui , qJ p converges 
to the real Radon measure a H (X, cq,), hence lime o+ exists. Thanks to the 
continuity of A** we have 
(A, Y) = A**(h, liz nip), 
where (h, lima nip) = lim%(q , vi) belongs to Lrl. 
LEMMA 8. FOY every t, C(t) = epi 6*(. j Y(t)) (where 9’(t) = {p)(t) I y E 91). 
Proqf. We have to prove [X(t)]” = epi 6*(. 1 s(t)). First remark that 
- s s*((dG -1) I epift)@) < 03 
If (x’, Y) E [&?(t)]O, for every 9 E 3, one has ((x’, r), (p?(t), -1)) < 0 hence 
Y > (x’, v(t)) which implies (x’, Y) E epi S*(. 1 9?(t)). It remains to prove 
epi a*(. 1 s(t)) C [X(t)]O. Let (x’, Y) E epi a*(. 1 3(t)) and (v, a) E 2. We have 
to prove W, 4, (94th 4))) < 0. 
First let us prove Vs, a(s) < 0. One has 
a*((~, 4 I W = / S*((ds), 44 I epifJ1-44 < ~0. 
As epi fs # $ a.e., U(S) is <O a.e. But 01 is a continuous function and the support 
of p is T, so Vs, 01(s) < 0. 
(a) The simplest case is when Vs, a(s) < 0. Therefore - 1 /a is a positive 
continuous, hence bounded function. So 
is finite. 
Hence --(l/a) (p), a) = (-v/a, -xr) belongs to %, and -y/a E 9. Therefore 
y 2 (x’, -dWW or lx’, v(t)> + f-G> < 0. 
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(b) Consider now the general case. Let p),, E 3. For every A E [0, 1[ 
(96 B) = xw 4 + (1 - A) (% Y -xr) belongs to X and Vs, p(s) < 0. So by (a) 
(x’, $(t)> +- 43(t) d 0. 
As h can converge to 1, one has (x’, q(t)) + m(t) < 0. i 
The Lebesgue decomposition theorem is valid in J&, ([13, Remark 2 after 
Theorem 11. If m E &YE, one has m = (dm/dp) p + m, , where m, is p-singular. 
There exists a real bounded positive measure 0 such that m, is absolutely con- 
tinuous with respect to 8. Then m = (dmldp) + (dmJd0) 8. 
THEOREM 9. With the foregoing notation one has 
(If*)* (m) =4 ($) + s a* (2 (t) I g(t)) fXdt). (6) 
Remmk 9. The last term does not depend on the measure 0. 
Proof. (1) First we show that the right-hand side is meaningful. We have 
noticed in the proof of part 3 of Theorem 3 that C is measurable, then by 
Lemma 8 and [2, VIII.l, p. 1961, (t, x’) ++ 6*(x’ 1 ‘S(t)) is an integrand. 
Let q+, E 9, then 
j- S* (g(t) I ‘$(t)) e(dt) 3 j- (g, v,) de > --co. 
Let v,, and + satisfying (H’3). Consider 
rl(t) = epi(x’ ++ (x’, %(t)> - #(t)). 
By Theorem 1, Lk, is closed, so that Z(t) C Tl(t) a.e., that is, 
At, x’) 2 (x’, %W> - 4(t). 
Therefore I,(dm/dp) > --CC 
(2) By Lemma 7 
- 
(m, r) E epi 1f 0 3(m, u) E LT such that o(T) = r. 
By Lemma 6 
(II*)* (m) = inf{r 1 (m, T) E “piIf) 
= inf{a(T) ] (m, 0) EL=‘}. 
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Let (m, u) ELLS’. We shall prove 
(7) 
Let (m, , u,) be the p-singular part of (m, u). By Theorem 0 there exists a real 
positive measure 0 singular with respect to p such that (m, , u,) is absolutely 
continuous with respect to 0 and 
dm, du, 
& > x E Lc1(e), 
-->- 
(8) 
From (8) follows (duJd0) (t) >, S*((dm,/dO) (t) 1 g(t)) 8-a.e. so that u,(T) > 
.f S*(dmJd4 (t> I W) Wt). 
From (9) follows (du/dp) (t) 3 g(t, (dm/dp) (t)) TV a.e. so that s (du/dp) dp > 
I,(dm/dp). As u(T) = s (du/dp) dy + u,(T), inequality (7) is proved. 
(3) To prove (6) it remains to show that if the right-hand side is finite, - 
there exists u such that (m, U) EL$ and (7) becomes an equality. That is true 
because it suffices to put 
u = g (.> $ c-1) CL + s* (e$ (.> I a(.)) 8. 
COROLLARY 10. The 1.s.c. hull of It is I, . If dim E < CO OY if epi ft is con- 
tained in a$xed closed convex LCNL subset of E’ x R one has 
epi g, = co epif, + epi a*(* / 9(t)). 
Pr-oof. By Lemma 6 the 1.s.c. hull of If is equal to (If*)* restricted to L$. 
By Theorem 9 it is I, . Th e second assertion follows from Theorem 3 (3). 
COROLLARY 11. Suppose dim E < CO OY epi ft is a.e. LCNL. The following 
condition is su$icientforIf to be 1.s.c.: ft is a.e. convex 1.s.c. and ret ft < a*(. 1 2?(t)) 
a.e. (where recft is defined by epi(recf,) = As(epif,)). 
Proof. The condition recft < a*(. 1 g(t)) means As r(t)3 C(t). So by 
Theorem 3(2), L,l is closed, hence r(t) = Z(t) a.e. that is, f+ = g, a.e. By 
Corollary 10 It is 1.s.c. 
COROLLARY 12. The following condition is necessary for If to be 1.s.c.: ft is a.e. 
convex 1.s.c. and ret ft = a*(. 1 Y(t)) a.e. (where ret ft is defined by epi (ret fJ = 
MepifJ). 
409/69/1-3 
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Proof. If 1f is 1.s.c. it follows from Corollary 10 that It = 1, . Thanks to the 
next lemma, ft = g, a.e. So L y1 = Lzl is closed, and the necessary condition 
follows from Theorem 3(l). 
LEMMA 13. Let f and g be two integrands uch that: 
(4 gt <ft a.e. 
(b) 3u EL& such that If(u) < co, 
(c) Vu EL& , f(t, u(t))- is integrable, 
(d) 1j = 1, . 
Then ft = g, a.e. 
Proof. Let r(t) = epif, , L’(t) = epig, . By (a) Z(t)3 r(t) a.e. By (b) 
Lrl # 4. By Lemma 2 if ft = g, a.e. is not true one has Lrl $1 L-2. So there 
exists (24, V) E Lzl - L,‘. 
Put w’(t) = inf(v(t), f(t, u(t))). 
Thanks to (c) w’ is still integrable. The function v’ has the following proper- 
ties. 
(1) g(4 u(t)) d ff(t) < f (t, u(t)), 
(2) v’(t) <f(t, u(t)) on a nonnegligible set, because (u, w) $Lrl. 
So we have 19(u) < s V’ dp < If(u) which is a contradiction to (d). 
Remark 10. In Olech [7], E = R”, so our Corollaries 11 and 12 contain his 
characterization: I, is 1.s.c. iff L,l- is closed. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let T=[O,l], p=dt+6,,, E=R 
ft = x I-+ x2 if t=o 
= x I-+ @X2 if t > 0. 
Then If is not I.s.c. because if u, = n~l,,~,~l one has u, --+ ~(~1 , but 
M43> = s,“” 1 t2n2 dt = - -+ 0 3n and IAXU) = 1. 
We can calculate g. Indeed 
ft* zzz x’ ++ & x‘2 if t=O 
= x’ t+ & xl2 if t > 0. 
So if v E %‘n one has If*(v) < co * ~(0) = 0. 
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Hence 9(O) = (0) and it is clear that s(t) = R for t > 0. By Corollary 10 
gt = 0 if t=O 
= x H t2x2 if t > 0. 
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